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The Society for Religion, Literature and the Arts is indebted to
Rosemary Moon and the State Library of New South Wales for
co-sponsoring the RLA Lectures 2001 and hosting them in the
various public rooms and galleries of the Library. Our special
thanks are extended to Donna Leslie, :rv1abel Lee, Barbara Hayes,
Peter Steele SJ, and Peter Pierce for their generous participation
in the series, four of the five speakers travelling long distances
mid-week to address us in Sydney. Professor l\1argaret l\1anion of
the University of Melbourne also gave this series her dedicated
attention as did Rabbi Raymond Apple who introduced Peter
Steele's lecture, 'Chasm, Hope and Poetry'. l\t1y personal thanks
go to Penelope Nelson who planned this series \vith me and to
other members of the RLA committee, staff and associated
postgraduate students of the Department of Studies in Religion,
University of Sydney, who assisted in many ways. For his
editorial assistance thanks are due to David Rayment.
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Preface

During the year in which RLA was mounting the conference,
Seeking the Centre, it seemed only natural to cast an eye to
matters and events somewhat removed fr01TI the geographical,
philosophical and mystical foci of those considering the interface
between religion, literature and the arts. We decided therefore to
reflect upon human suffering in the face of severe political and
personal (including psychic) duress. Hence we invited addresses
on the themes of racism, political oppression, mental illness and
personal grief. Speakers chose varied subjects: Donna LesHe
spoke on Aboriginal art as reflecting the journey to
Reconciliation, Barbara Hayes on her belief in the role of poetry
in the quest for mental health, Peter Steele on poetry's capacity to
enter 'chasms' of human experience such as the Shoah and, in
1\1abel Lee's case, Gao Xingjian's personal pilgrimage from
oppression into the sanctuary of the self. Peter Pierce revisited the
subject of his book, The Lost Child.
1

Perhaps it would be more accurate to say that since its inception
RLA has slo\vly been in the process of moving such matters into
the centre of its reflections. After all previous seminars and
conferences have featured the sacrality of the land, Jewish
spirituality, the quest for Asian influences on western religion,
and as is \vell kno\vn, lames Tulip and Michael Griffith launched
RLA \vith at least one symposium on the poetry of Francis Webb.
Coming together as a series these lectures stand not only to assert
literature's and art's unique ability to confront human suffering
but something of their capacity to transcend it. When one looks
into the face of suffering as these lectures do, there is some
comfort in Peter Steele's speaking of poetry's 'intimate
understanding and response', Donna Leslie's concept of art as a
'creative journeying towards wholeness' and Mabel Lee's
reminder of Gao Xingjian's statement that in the face of
oppression, 'literature allows a person to preserve a human
consciousness' .
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Victor Frankl hailed the endurance of suffering as a genuine inner
experience indicative of spiritual freedom and ultimately of a
meaningful and purposeful life l . These lectures bear testimony to
Frankl's conviction.
Colette Rayment,
Honorary Associate,
Department of Studies in Religion,
University of Sydney.
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!tlan's Search/or Meaning, Washington Square Press, Ne\v York. 1984, p. 87.
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